Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
USA Today - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Paleologos on the Poll: Louisiana
USA Today - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. / Suffolk University by David Paleologos, Special to USA TODAY Filed Under ...

5 Insanely Close Races To Watch Tonight
A posting from: Laura Barcella on Refinery 29 | 11/04/2014 (1 day, 8 hours ago)
...to law school." On Sunday, an NBC-Marist survey showed Ernst with a three-point edge. Illustrated By Mary Galloway. Louisiana According to a Suffolk University/USA Today poll released October 27, Democratic incumbent Mary Landrieu is in for a December runoff against Republican Representative...

Maness Polling Far Behind Landrieu and Cassidy, But Poised to Have an Impact on Louisiana Race
PJMedia.com | 11/02/2014 (3 days, 1 hour ago)
...runoff on Dec. 6. Sen. Mary Landrieu (D) and Rep. Bill Cassidy (R) are running close together, according to a poll released Oct. 27 by USA Today and Suffolk University. The poll found 36 percent of voters pledging to cast a ballot for the senior senator while 35 percent planned to vote for Cassidy....

Political News, Now.
The New York Times - Online | 11/02/2014 (3 days, 14 hours ago)
...the two states that appear headed for political overtime. There is little question that Louisiana's Senate race will be decided in a Dec. 6 runoff. A Suffolk University poll released on Monday by USA Today has Senator Mary L. Landrieu, a Democrat, at 36 percent; Representative Bill Cassidy, a Republican,...
Candidates getting outside help  
The American Press - Online  | 11/01/2014 (4 days, 1 hour ago)

...faithful will come through on election day. The race has been close throughout the campaign, and it couldn't be any closer than it was in a recent USA Today/Suffolk University poll. Landrieu was favored by 36 percent, Cassidy by 35 percent and Maness, 11 percent. Only 14 percent were undecided. Maness...

U.S. Senate candidates Mary Landrieu, Rob Maness square off in debate  
The Advocate - New Orleans Edition - Online  | 11/01/2014 (4 days, 3 hours ago)

...will have no one to debate in the runoff. And in her closing remarks, she said of Cassidy, “The truth is, he's hiding from his record.” A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Monday supports the Cassidy strategy. Cassidy trails Landrieu in a three-way matchup, at 35 percent to her 36 percent...

Common Core is unpopular in Louisiana, according to poll  
Times-Picayune - Online  | 10/31/2014 (4 days, 15 hours ago)

...they did didn't support the Common Core academic standards currently used in the state's public schools, during a recent poll conducted by USA Today and Suffolk University. Fifty-three percent of people surveyed said they were against Common Core being used in Louisiana classrooms. Twenty-six percent...

Common Core is unpopular in Louisiana, according to poll  
bayoubuzz.com  | 10/31/2014 (4 days, 21 hours ago)

...did didn't support the Common Core academic standards currently used in the state's public schools, during a recent poll conducted by USA Today and Suffolk University . Fifty-three percent of people surveyed said they were against Common Core being used in Louisiana classrooms. Twenty-six percent...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day  
Waco Tribune-Herald - Online  | 10/31/2014 (5 days, 8 hours ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Dem Sen. Landrieu takes heat for comments about Southern voters  
FOXNews.com  | 10/31/2014 (5 days, 12 hours ago)

...to a runoff. Under Louisiana's system, if no candidate reaches over 50 percent of the votes the top two vote-getters head to a December runoff. The Suffolk University/USA Today poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Senate race draws Louisiana voters to the polls early  
Alexandria Daily Town Talk - Online  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...registered as Democrats and 812,069 are registered as Republicans. Another 747,745 voters are registered as independents or members of smaller parties. A Suffolk University/USA Today poll of 500 likely voters found that although more registered Democrats answered the questions, more considered themselves...

Louisiana cooks up spicy Senate race -- with side of alligator  
WICU/WSEE - TV - Online  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 21 hours ago)

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew  
KCCI-TV - Online  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 21 hours ago)

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew  
KYTV-TV - Online  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 21 hours ago)
...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

**Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew**
*KVIA-TV - Online*  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 21 hours ago)

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

**Pro Report: U.S. soldiers quarantined in Italy " New Jersey to release quarantined nurse " Just eight days until the midterm elections " Army warns on sequester's return**
*Político - Online*  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 21 hours ago)

Democratic incumbent Mary Landrieu holds a slim 1-point lead over Republican Bill Cassidy, 36 percent to 35 percent, Campaigns Pro's Steven Shepard writes. The Suffolk University/USA Today survey puts Republican Rob Maness at 11 percent, meaning it's unlikely either front-runner will get the majority needed...

**Final Senate candidate debate tonight**
*The News-Star - Online*  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 22 hours ago)

...(KPLC), in Shreveport (KSLA), in Alexandria (KALB) and in Monroe (KAQY). Radio station KEDM in Monroe also will broadcast the debate live. A recent Suffolk University/USA Today poll shows Landrieu in a narrow lead, followed closely by Cassidy and then Maness. It and other polls predict a possible...

**Final Senate candidate debate Wednesday night**
*The News-Star - Online*  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 22 hours ago)

...comes from the LSU campus at 7 p.m. It will be broadcast live on KAQY. Radio station KEDM in Monroe also will broadcast the debate live. A recent Suffolk University/USA Today poll shows Landrieu in a narrow lead, followed closely by Cassidy and then Maness. It and other polls predict a possible...

**Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew**
*WSBT-TV - Online*  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 22 hours ago)

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

**Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew**
*KOCO-TV - Online*  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 22 hours ago)

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

**Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew**
*ClickOrlando*  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 22 hours ago)

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

**Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew**
*KIFI-TV - Online*  | 10/29/2014 (6 days, 23 hours ago)

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...
...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day

...registered as Democrats and 812,069 are registered as Republicans. Another 747,745 voters are registered as independents or members of smaller parties. A Suffolk University/USA Today poll of 500 likely voters found that although more registered Democrats answered the questions, more considered themselves...

Cassidy-Landrieu senate race draws strong early voting turnout

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

Sen. Mary Landrieu sticks to her support for Obama's health law, though unpopular in Louisiana

...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Louisiana cooks up spicy political stew

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...
...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

**Louisiana politics cooks up spicy Senate race**
*CNNMoney.com* | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...so-and-so...people will go out and vote for who they believe, can best serve us here in Louisiana." And so he remains very much in the race. A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy almost neck and neck, at 36% - 35%. Maness, meantime, is at 11%. So the top two finishers...

**Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day**
*WMBF-TV - Online* | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

**Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day**
*WLOX-TV - Online* | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

**Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day**
*KPHO-TV - Online* | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

**Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day**
*LaTouche Gazette - Online* | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

**Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day**
*WTOL-TV - Online* | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

**Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day**
*Daily Mail - Online* | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

**Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day**
*KTRE-TV - Online* | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

**Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day**
*WNEM-TV - Online* | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10
Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day
WALB-TV - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day
WSFA-TV - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day
KSLA-TV - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day
WECT-TV - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day
KFVS-TV - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day
KPLC-TV - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Landrieu, Cassidy and Maness to square off in final Senate debate tonight at LSU
Baton Rouge Business Report - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Republicans nationally who are trying to gain six seats and retake control of the Senate. As Daily Report highlighted Tuesday, a new poll by USA Today/Suffolk University shows Cassidy has an edge on Landrieu in a head-to-head matchup. Still, Landrieu has a slight edge among all eight Senate candidates,...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day
WHNS-TV - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day
WAFF-TV - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...
Landrieu sticks to support for Obama’s health law

Worcester Telegram & Gazette - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...
Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day

WSHM-TV - Online | 10/29/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law

Washington Times - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...


KFBB-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day - FOX 32 News Chicago

WFLD-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law

The Times - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu Doubles Down on Obamacare

HispanicBusiness.com | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Groups book Louisiana ads after Election Day

WLBT-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day

WFTV-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day

Dayton Daily News - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

WCBD-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

10/28/14 - Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law

Pharmacy Choice | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day

WTVM-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day

Bellingham Herald - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Landrieu Sticks to Support for Obama's Health Law

ABC News - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Groups Book Louisiana Ads _ After Election Day

ABC News - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day

WSB-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day

WAGA-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not

The Times - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A newUSA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....
Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law
The Sun Herald - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day
KIRO-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

WSVN-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day
WAFF-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A newUSA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day
WTOC-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day
KTIV-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Groups book Louisiana ads _ after Election Day
WALB-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...
...Cassidy and Maness are campaigning on repeal of the law. But the law passed in 2010 isn't a winning issue for Landrieu in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows that more than 6 in 10 Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad"...

Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law
San Francisco Chronicle - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law
Belleville News-Democrat - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu sticks to support of unpopular health law
KNOE-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...conservative group Crossroads GPS describes Landrieu's vote for the law as a betrayal to Louisiana. With next week's election approaching, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu sticks to support of unpopular health law
KSLA-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...conservative group Crossroads GPS describes Landrieu's vote for the law as a betrayal to Louisiana. With next week's election approaching, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law
Columbus Ledger-Enquirer - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law
The Sacramento Bee - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law
The State - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Landrieu said. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu sticks to support of unpopular health law
WLOX-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...conservative group Crossroads GPS describes Landrieu's vote for the law as a betrayal to Louisiana. With next week's election approaching, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Louisville Courier-Journal - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
Louisville Courier-Journal - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Mary Landrieu Sticks To Support For Obama's Health Law
A posting from: By MELINDA DESLATTE on Huffington Post, The | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
The Fort Collins Coloradoan - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
The Leaf-Chronicle - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
The Leaf-Chronicle - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
KHOU-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
The Journal & Courier - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
The Journal & Courier - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely
A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

Half of Lafayette voters expected to cast ballots Nov. 6
Daily Advertiser - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Half of voters support Libertarian Brannon McMorris. Another 43.4 percent were undecided or didn't know who they would vote for, the news release states. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released this week showed Landrieu and Cassidy advancing to a runoff Dec. 6. In the runoff, the poll suggested Cassidy would...

Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law
Lexington Herald-Leader - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
Tallahassee Democrat -- Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Landrieu sticks to support of unpopular health law
Houma Courier - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...conservative group Crossroads GPS describes Landrieu's vote for the law as a betrayal to Louisiana. With next week's election approaching, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Chillicothe Gazette - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
KUSA-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...strong position to unseat Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, but he is likely going to have to wait until December to do it. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows neither Cassidy nor Landrieu taking the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded Nov. 4 race. The poll of 500 likely...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
KUSA-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...go. Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law
The Miami Herald - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
KXTV-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....
Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law
_Las Vegas Sun - Online_ | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
_Pensacola News Journal - Online_ | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Landrieu sticks to support of unpopular health law
_The Daily Comet - Online_ | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...conservative group Crossroads GPS describes Landrieu's vote for the law as a betrayal to Louisiana. With next week's election approaching, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu sticks to support of unpopular health law
_The Gadsden Times - Online_ | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...conservative group Crossroads GPS describes Landrieu's vote for the law as a betrayal to Louisiana. With next week's election approaching, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
_KVUE-TV - Online_ | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
_WHAS-TV - Online_ | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Landrieu sticks to support of unpopular health law
_The Gazette - Online_ | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...conservative group Crossroads GPS describes Landrieu's vote for the law as a betrayal to Louisiana. With next week's election approaching, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
_The Baxter Bulletin - Online_ | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
_The News Leader - Online_ | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
_Fremont News Messenger - Online_ | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not

The Marshfield News-Herald - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not

WUSA-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not

Visalia Times-Delta - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not

Courier-Post - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not

The Daily Times - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not

KTVB-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not

Newark Advocate - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not

The Salinas Californian - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not

WCNC-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....
Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...
Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**
*Marion Star - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
*Observer & Eccentric Newspapers - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...strong position to unseat Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, but he is likely going to have to wait until December to do it. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows neither Cassidy nor Landrieu taking the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded Nov. 4 race. The poll of 500 likely...

**Who'll win the Senate? Don't hold your breath**
*Newsweek* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Landrieu's chances in a runoff look bleaker because in the event of a rematch the Tea Party candidate's supporters would likely switch to Cassidy. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll this week put Cassidy comfortably ahead of Landrieu 48 percent to 41 percent in a head to head matchup. Runoffs are not...

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**
*Observer & Eccentric Newspapers - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

go. Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**
*WCSH-TV - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**
*Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**READ IN: Jason Carter Boomlet Edition**
*The Washington Post - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Gary King (D) by a 53 percent to 38 percent margin. (Albuquerque Journal, twice) -- Louisiana: Sen. Mary Landrieu (D) only scores 36 percent in a new Suffolk University poll, just one point ahead of Rep. Bill Cassidy (R). Retired Marine Rob Maness (R) clocks in at 11 percent. In a heads-up matchup,...

**Landrieu sticks to support for Obama’s health law**
*Kansas City Star - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters
surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

**Sen. Mary Landrieu sticks to her support for Obama's health law, though unpopular in Louisiana**
*Star Tribune - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**
*Montgomery Advertiser - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

**Landrieu sticks to support for Obama's health law**
*Greenfield Daily Reporter - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...affordable. Despite Landrieu's continued support for the health law passed in 2010, the issue isn't a winning one in her home state. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
*WJXX-TV - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**
*WJXX-TV - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**
*Herald Times Reporter - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**
*Zanesville Times Recorder - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**
*La Voz - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**
*Guam Pacific Daily News* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...go. Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....
Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
WLBZ-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
KENS-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
The Daily Journal - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
Jackson Sun - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Landrieu sticks to support of unpopular health law
Vida En El Valle - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Conservative group Crossroads GPS describes Landrieu's vote for the law as a betrayal to Louisiana. With next week's election approaching, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu sticks to support of unpopular health law
Kansas City Star - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Conservative group Crossroads GPS describes Landrieu's vote for the law as a betrayal to Louisiana. With next week's election approaching, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Landrieu sticks to support of unpopular health law
Greenfield Daily Reporter - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Conservative group Crossroads GPS describes Landrieu's vote for the law as a betrayal to Louisiana. With next week's election approaching, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week shows 62 percent of Louisiana voters surveyed believe the federal health law is "generally bad" for the...

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
The Daily News Journal - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race....

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
Port Huron Times Herald - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
WXIA-TV - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
The Tennessean - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
Sheboygan Press - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
The Spectrum - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Des Moines Register - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
Des Moines Register - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not
The News-Star - Online | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.
Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana: While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

New poll shows Cassidy edging out Landrieu, Vitter leading governor's race

In a head-to-head matchup, Rep. Bill Cassidy has an edge on incumbent Sen. Mary Landrieu, according to a new poll by USA Today/Suffolk University. Still, the poll indicates a runoff is likely in the heated race. When the 500 likely Louisiana voters were asked who they...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,....
Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**

*The Lansing State Journal -- Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**

*Clarion-Ledger - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**

*Press & Sun-Bulletin - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**

*KARE-TV - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**Election countdown: Runoff in Louisiana? Dems hope not**

*Visalia Times-Delta - Online* | 10/28/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Predictions Countdown to Dec. 6 in Louisiana? While Nov. 4 will be the culmination of the 2014 campaign, it likely won't be the conclusion. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu edging Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy by 1 point in the state's closely watched Senate race.

**Latest Poll: La. U.S. Senate Race Statistically Tied**

*KCOL-AM - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

finds incumbent Democrat Mary Landrieu and her main Republican challenger Bill Cassidy are statistically tied among likely voters. According to the Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll, 36% of likely voters support Landrieu, 35% support Cassidy and 11% support Republican Rob Maness. Five other...

**U.S. Senate candidates Mary Landrieu, Rob Maness square off in debate**

*The Advocate - New Orleans Edition - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

U.S. Senate candidates Mary Landrieu, Rob Maness square off in debate. The Advocate released Monday supports the Cassidy strategy. Cassidy trails Landrieu in a three-way matchup, at 35 percent to her 36 percent...

**U.S. Senate candidates Mary Landrieu, Rob Maness square off in debate**

*The Advocate - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

U.S. Senate candidates Mary Landrieu, Rob Maness square off in debate. The Advocate released Monday supports the Cassidy strategy. Cassidy
Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

**Livingston County Daily Press and Argus - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

---

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

**Observer & Eccentric Newspapers - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

---

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

**Pensacola News Journal - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

---

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

**Hattiesburg American - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

---

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

**The Times - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,....

---

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

**Des Moines Register - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

---

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

**Detroit Free Press - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

---

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

**Detroit Free Press - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,....

---

**KTBS 3 News at Six**

**KTBS 3 News at 6 PM - KTBS-TV** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...contact Texarkana 903-793-stop. crimestoppers at turning to the 2014 vote, a new statewide poll has been released with predictions for the senate race. Suffolk university conducted the exclusive statewide poll for wwl-tv, usa today and gannett louisiana newspapers in it, senator mary landrieu maintains...

---

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

**Clairion-Ledger - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,....
Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

Zanesville Times Recorder - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

La Voz - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 9:25 a.m. MST Octubre 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

The Lansing State Journal -- Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

Cassidy won't be at latest Louisiana Senate debate

Yahoo! News | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...majority. If no candidate gets more than 50 percent of the vote next week, the race will head to a Dec. 6 runoff, and that is expected. A new USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Monday showed Landrieu with 36 percent support from those surveyed, Cassidy with 35 percent and Maness with 11 percent....

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

KHOU-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history

KHOU-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

WUSA-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

WHAS-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,

KTBS 3 News at Five

KTBS 3 News at 5 PM - KTBS-TV | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
Poll: Landrieu Has Slim Lead but GOP's Cassidy Could Win Runoff
*NewsMax - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...in Louisiana's primary election next month, but Republican challenger Rep. Bill Cassidy could topple her in a runoff, a new poll showed Monday. *The Suffolk University/USA Today* poll found that 36 percent would vote for Landrieu, 35 percent chose Cassidy, and 11 percent chose tea-party-backed candidate...

LA-Sen: Suffolk University Poll Shows Landrieu (D) & Cassidy (R) Tied In "Jungle Primary"
*A posting from: N/A on DAILY KOS* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...political life as she leads Republican challengers Bill Cassidy (35 percent) and Rob Maness (11 percent) in the Louisiana race for U.S. Senate, according to a *Suffolk University/USA Today* poll of likely voters. Five other candidates listed on the Louisiana ballot are each polling at 1 percent or less, while...

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December
*Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/*Suffolk University* Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

Poll: Landrieu will lose in runoff in Louisiana Senate race
*UPI.com* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

The USA TODAY/*Suffolk University* poll David Paleologos About 75 percent of minority voters back Landrieu but also appear likely to have a low turnout. ...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
*Courier-Post - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/*Suffolk University* Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December
*Sheboygan Press - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/*Suffolk University* Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
*KVUE-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/*Suffolk University* Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
*WXIA-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/*Suffolk University* Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
*Sheboygan Press - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/*Suffolk University* Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...
Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December
The Tennessean - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
KXTV-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 9:25 a.m. PDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Springfield News-Leader - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
The Salinas Californian - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 9:25 a.m. PDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Buy Photo Sen....

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Mansfield News-Journal - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
The News-Star - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Palladium-Item - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
WMAZ-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
WKYC-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Wisconsin Rapids Daily Tribune - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m.
CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Razor-thin margin separates Mary Landrieu, Bill Cassidy in latest U.S. Senate poll
The Advocate - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Mary Landrieu and Rep. Bill Cassidy are neck-and-neck in the race to capture a U.S. Senate seat, according to a new poll released Monday by USA Today/Suffolk University. The poll, conducted by Suffolk University, says 36 percent of survey participants pledged votes for Landrieu; 35 percent...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Great Falls Tribune - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 10:25 a.m. MDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
WZZM-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Statesman Journal - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 9:25 a.m. PDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Cassidy won't be at latest Louisiana Senate debate
San Francisco Chronicle - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...majority. If no candidate gets more than 50 percent of the vote next week, the race will head to a Dec. 6 runoff, and that is expected. A new USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Monday showed Landrieu with 36 percent support from those surveyed, Cassidy with 35 percent and Maness with 11 percent....

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Post-Crescent - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
KGW-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 9:25 a.m. PDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Latest Poll: La. U.S. Senate Race Statically Tied
WRNO-FM - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...finds incumbent Democrat Mary Landrieu and her main Republican challenger Bill Cassidy are statistically tied among likely voters. According to the Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll, 36% of likely voters support Landrieu, 35% support Cassidy and 11% support Republican Rob Maness. Five other...
Cassidy won't be at latest Louisiana Senate debate

*Wichita Eagle - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...majority. If no candidate gets more than 50 percent of the vote next week, the race will head to a Dec. 6 runoff, and that is expected. A new USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Monday showed Landrieu with 36 percent support from those surveyed, Cassidy with 35 percent and Maness with 11 percent....

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

*Herald Times Reporter - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

*Herald Times Reporter - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

*WLBJ-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

*WFAA-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

*Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

*KENS-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

*WCSH-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

*KENS-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

*KSDK-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble...
in her Senate race. VPC

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
The Daily Record - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
The Daily Journal - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Montgomery Advertiser - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December
Asheville Citizen-Times - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 1 day ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. http://archive.citizen-times.com/VideoNetwork/3860925726001/Poll-Landrieu-in-trouble-but-maybe-not-until-December...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
The Fort Collins Coloradoan - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 10:25 a.m. MDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Press & Sun-Bulletin - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Jackson Sun - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. http://www.kare11.com/video/3860948703001/1/Poll-Landrieu-in-trouble-but-maybe-not-until-December...

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December

Guam Pacific Daily News | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. http://www.guampdn.com/VideoNetwork/3860948693001/Poll-Landrieu-in-trouble-but-maybe-not-until-December...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

KTVB-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 10:25 a.m. MDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

The Daily News Journal - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

Newark Advocate - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

The Tennessean - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

Port Huron Times Herald - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Razor-thin margin separates Mary Landrieu, Bill Cassidy in latest U.S. Senate poll

The Advocate - New Orleans Edition - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Mary Landrieu and Rep. Bill Cassidy are neck-and-neck in the race to capture a U.S. Senate seat, according to a new poll released Monday by USA Today/Suffolk University. The poll, conducted by Suffolk University, says 36 percent of survey participants pledged votes for Landrieu; 35 percent...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana

Alexandria Daily Town Talk - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: Louisiana Senate race headed for runoff

Politico - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

Sen. Mary Landrieu (D-La.) and Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy are headed for a December runoff in the race for Landrieu’s Senate seat, according to a new Suffolk University/USA Today poll released Monday. The poll shows
Landrieu and Cassidy running neck and neck in the Nov. 4 open primary, with Landrieu...

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
*Hattiesburg American - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
*Livingston County Daily Press and Argus - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
*WCNC-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
*Pensacola News Journal - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

Paul Singer, USA TODAY 11:25 a.m. CDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
*Visalia Times-Delta - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

Paul Singer, USA TODAY 9:25 a.m. PDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

**Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December**
*WMAZ-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
*The Spectrum - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 10:25 a.m. MDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
*News Press - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...http://usat.ly/1wvezv3 Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

**Poll: Louisiana Senate headed for runoff**
*The Hill - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...like it will only be decided by a December runoff. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu leads Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy in the race according to a new Suffolk University/USA Today poll released Monday, but only by 36 to 35 percent. Another Republican candidate, Tea Party favorite Rob Maness, is...

**Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December**
*USA Today - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. A USA TODAY/Suffolk...
Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December
*The Times - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race.

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December
*FSView & Florida Flambeau - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. http://www.fsunews.com/VideoNetwork/3860925770001/Poll-Landrieu-in-trouble-but-maybe-not-until-December...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
*The Lansing State Journal -- Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
Paul Singer, USA TODAY 12:25 p.m. EDT October 27, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. VPC Sen. Mary Landrieu,...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
*Argus Leader - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
...strong position to unseat Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, but he is likely going to have to wait until December to do it. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows neither Cassidy nor Landrieu taking the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded Nov. 4 race. The poll of 500 likely...

USA Today Poll: Cassidy By Seven
A posting from: MacAoidh on *Hayride, The* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
This poll, done by Suffolk University for USA Today, the Lafayette Advertiser and WWL-TV (it’s of 500 likely voters polled last week) isn’t very different from many...

A lot will depend on what people think a Senator is for
A posting from: Jeffrey on *Library Chronicles* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
WWLTV dropped a Senate poll on us this morning which shows us pretty much what everyone expected it would show. The Suffolk University poll, conducted for WWL-TV, USA Today and Gannett Louisiana newspapers, shows the two frontrunners in essentially a statistical...

Latest Poll: La. U.S. Senate Race Stastically Tied
*WQUE-FM - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
According to the Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll, 36% of likely voters support Landrieu, 35% support Cassidy and 11% support Republican Rob Maness. Five other...

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December
*WUSA-TV - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. A USA TODAY/Suffolk...

Poll: Landrieu in trouble, but maybe not until December
*Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. A USA TODAY/Suffolk...

Paleologos on the Poll: Louisiana
*Tallahassee Democrat -- Online* | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)
David Paleologos, Special to USA TODAY 11:07 a.m. EDT October 27, 2014 David Paleologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston.(Photo: Suffolk University) When you are a candidate with a high negative, you want...

Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana
...strong position to unseat Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, but he is likely going to have to wait until December to do it. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows neither Cassidy nor Landrieu taking the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded Nov. 4 race. The poll of 500 likely...

**Paleologos on the Poll: Louisiana**
**KARE-TV - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...strong position to unseat Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, but he is likely going to have to wait until December to do it. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows neither Cassidy nor Landrieu taking the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded Nov. 4 race. The poll of 500 likely...

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
**KARE-TV - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...strong position to unseat Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, but he is likely going to have to wait until December to do it. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows neither Cassidy nor Landrieu taking the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded Nov. 4 race. The poll of 500 likely...

**Paleologos on the Poll: Louisiana**
**NorthWest Cable News (NWCN) - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...strong position to unseat Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, but he is likely going to have to wait until December to do it. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows neither Cassidy nor Landrieu taking the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded Nov. 4 race. The poll of 500 likely...

**Poll: GOP poised for December runoff win in Louisiana**
**NorthWest Cable News (NWCN) - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...strong position to unseat Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, but he is likely going to have to wait until December to do it. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows neither Cassidy nor Landrieu taking the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded Nov. 4 race. The poll of 500 likely...

**Poll: Republicans poised for Dec. win in Louisiana**
**The Baxter Bulletin - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...strong position to unseat Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, but he is likely going to have to wait until December to do it. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows neither Cassidy nor Landrieu taking the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded Nov. 4 race. The poll of 500 likely...

**Poll: Republicans poised for Dec. win in Louisiana**
**The Daily Times - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...strong position to unseat Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, but he is likely going to have to wait until December to do it. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows neither Cassidy nor Landrieu taking the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded Nov. 4 race. The poll of 500 likely...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
**The Daily News Journal - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
**Courier-Post - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
**Herald Times Reporter - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out
Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**

**KVUE-TV - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**

**WMAZ-TV - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**

**The Baxter Bulletin - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**

**WZZM-TV - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**

**The Salinas Californian - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**

**Palladium-Item - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**

**KXTV-TV - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**

**Wisconsin Rapids Daily Tribune - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**

**The Spectrum - Online** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...
Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Share This Story! Let friends in your social network know what you are reading about A USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll of likely voters in Louisiana shows that incumbent Mary Landrieu is in trouble in her Senate race. Post to Facebook Try...

David Paleologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. When you are a candidate with a high negative, you want...

Paleologos on the Poll: Louisiana

David Paleologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. When you are a candidate with a high negative, you want...
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Paleologos on the Poll: Louisiana
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Paleologos on the Poll: Louisiana
Paleologos on the Poll: Louisiana
The Battle Creek Enquirer - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

David Paleologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. / Suffolk University by David Paleologos, Special to USA TODAY Filed Under ... 

Cassidy Likely to Win Louisiana Runoff
A posting from: N/A on Taegan Goddard’s Political Wire | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

A new USA Today/Suffolk University poll in Louisiana finds no candidate reaching the 50% required to avoid a runoff in the crowded November 4 election. Sen. Mary...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
KENS-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
WC6H-TV - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
Montgomery Advertiser - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
The Fort Collins Coloradoan - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
The Daily Journal - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
The Daily Times - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
Press & Sun-Bulletin - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out
Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
***WXIA-TV - Online*** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
***Hattiesburg American - Online*** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
***Visalia Times-Delta - Online*** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
***KARE-TV - Online*** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
***Guam Pacific Daily News*** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
***KUSA-TV - Online*** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
***KTVB-TV - Online*** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
***The Tennessean - Online*** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

**Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history**
***Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online*** | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...
Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
Newark Advocate - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
Pensacola News Journal - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
News Press - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
Mansfield News-Journal - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
Port Huron Times Herald - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
Livingston County Daily Press and Argus - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Election countdown: GOP & McConnell chase history
Great Falls Tribune - Online | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

...Democrat Michelle Nunn, daughter of former Georgia senator Sam Nunn. Polling heads-up Two new polls out Monday should be of interest. USA TODAY and Suffolk University will release a new poll on the crucial Louisiana Senate race. Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu is seeking a fourth term but faces...

Poll Shows Landrieu & Cassidy Statistically Tied for Top 2 Spots in Lousiana 'Jungle Primary' for U.S. Senate
Targeted News Service | 10/27/2014 (1 week, 2 days ago)

Suffolk University issued the following news release: Incumbent Democrat Mary Landrieu (36 percent) is in the fight of her political life as...
KTBS 3 News at Six
KTBS 3 News at 6 PM - KTBS-TV | 10/27/2014

an american legion post in texarkana was victimized by a vandal...we'll have the story coming up. Also...an animal rehab threatened by financial woes. We'll show how a new place was established to care for injured animals. Plus.. The on you side on call lines are open ... And we're answering your questions about flu shots. Call 861-kbts. Good evening, I'm sheri talley. And I'm gerry may. Thanks for joining us. A disappointing crime ... Targeting old glory. A texarkana american legion post was the victim -- and it was caught on video. Parr has more. Kbts three's julie dan nicholson is with texarkana american legion post 25-58. On friday morning -- he noticed two of their outside cameras were not recording. That's when checked outside. And they were gone, the cameras, the motion light .. then i looked at the flag pole and they had cut the flag rope off. The surveillance video shows the alleged thief at the flag pole. This the third time someone has come after their american and p-o-w flag. Nicholson says after the last time -- they decided to label the flags with their contact information -- and install cameras. Last time they stole them they threw them down in the parking lot because they had american legion wrote on the side of them. Nicholson says the crime is upsetting -- but not surprising. He thinks whoever tried to steal the flags were just trying to make an easy buck. They can resell them. It's 120 dollars for a set of flags. While the american legion is glad they still have their flags this time -- they're now faced will replacing their camera equipment. The flags were attached to the pole with zip ties - - but in the process of trying to steal them -- nicholson say the thief cut the rope -- and tore down the cameras and motion light. It's a financial burden to us because we work off of donations to help veterans. Nicholson says the flags are flown 24 hours a day in honor of veterans -- and they want whoever is responsible for the vandalism to be caught. Julie parr, kbts three news. If you have any information on this crime, contact texarkana 903-793-stop. Crimestoppers at turning to the 2014 vote, a new statewide poll has been released with predictions for the senate race. Suffolk university conducted the exclusive statewide poll for wwl-tv, usa today and gannett louisiana newspapers in it, senator mary landrieu maintains a slim lead in the primary. But, representative bill cassidy appears to be in a strong position to unseat her if the race goes to a runoff. Here's the breakdown. 6 percent surveyed said they would vote for senator mary landrieu. 35 percent chose representative bill cassidy. 11 percent chose tea party-backed candidate colonel rob maness. 18 percent were undecided or chose other candidates. This comes hours ahead of tonight's senate debate in new orleans. Landrieu and maness will go head to head. You can catch the debate on our 24 hour channel 3-point-3. Live at 7pm. Kbts 3's devon patton will be on the panel ... And we'll have highlights from the debate tonight at nine and ten. Election day is a week from tomorrow. The top three candidates for shreveport mayor faceoff in a forum tomorrow night at centenary college. You can watch it live... At six... Right here on kbts three. While you're watching... you can weigh in on the forum. Just "like" our facebook page.. And share your thoughts. And then join us for post-forum analysis on kbts-dot-com. Also...just a quick reminder that kbts news at five will run an hour tomorrow from five to six p.m. There will be no world news with david muir. If you're interested in attending..... Seating is limited... So you'll need a ticket to get in. Give us a call at 861-5880 for more details. We're on your side when it comes to ark-la-tex politics, with political coverage right at your fingertips . Just head over to our website, kbts dot com. We've set up a new section on our page to help you find the stories that affect you. Once you're on our site, just go to the news tab and click on ark-la-tex politics. There, you'll find a breakdown of political stories impacting our area, along with the caddo school board forums from last week. Coming up ... A lack of funding almost caused it to close. But it's managed to remain in business. We'll give you an exclusive look at the rehab facility at the cypress zoo in benton .... It's a story you'll only see on three...that's up next. Warm weather lasts for one more day. Then, it cools down for the rest of the week. Rain chance increases tomorrow and lingers through wednesday. Halloween looks great! This weekend is the time to turn our clocks back one hour. Storm Team 3 Meteorologist Joe Haynes

KTBS 3 News at Five
KTBS 3 News at 5 PM - KTBS-TV | 10/27/2014

more battles to have a child death case heard in a caddo court. The latest poll preditions for the louisiana senate race. Who's in the lead and who could shake things up in the race? Plus.. The on you side on call lines are open .. And we're answering your questions about flu shots. Good evening everyone, I'm gerry may. And I'm jessica crandall. Thanks for joining us. First at five... First at five... More major changes in the case against an accused child killer. Tarika wilson has a new lead attorney... And it's likely there'll be another change before the end of the year. Kbts 3's sara machi has been following the story and brings you the latest now. Sara... Let's talk about who's at the defense table. Sure... Her primary attorney wanted off the case... Citing health reasons. The judge granted that withdrawl... And allowed ross owen to substitute in. But the prosecution has a couple of problems with this decision. They say tarika wilson killed infant rizcheir muskelly june last year and the case is ready for trial in february. In fact... It's
already been delayed once. New defense attorney Owen alluded in court to the fact that he was going to ask for a delay...and may even replace his co-counsel. Owen says he has only looked at news reports on the case... And hasn't even begun to look through the case files. "Capital cases are the highest form of punishment our system of justice can inflict on someone, and it's unreasonable to try to rush this process. This is not a traffic ticket. This is not felony theft. The state wants to take somebody's life," prosecutors also raised questions about Owen's ability to even try a death penalty case... Since he voluntarily gave up what's called a death-certification two years ago. This was news to his client... Tarika Wilson. You could read the surprise on her face. On that point gerry... Owen says there's no reason to doubt his abilities. He voluntarily took a step back from capital murder work... But has been approved by the board to take this case. All sides are due back in court November seventh. Thanks, Sara. Keep us updated. Tarika Wilson was originally supposed to start trial one week from today. Her trial is now scheduled for February... But will likely be delayed again. You can read more about the case so far... On our website... KTBS dot com. Also in the court.. More delays involving Shreveport fire captain Derrick Harris. He was scheduled to appear this morning to face terrorism charges. Prosecutors say Harris -- a former captain -- threatened the lives of Shreveport fire employees online. But the station eight employee's case was pushed back. We'll bring you the latest developments when the case continues on December 1st. Just last week... Harris pleaded guilty on a prostitution charge and cruelty to the infirm charges. On the crime beat... A Keithville man is behind bars accused of molesting a child. Caddo sheriff's have arrested Melvin Logue for molesting a juvenile 20 years ago. Logue -- who is now 69 -- is accused of improperly touching a young girl who was around four or five years old at the time. Logue was booked into the Caddo correctional center after he turned himself in on a warrant. Bowie county commissioners appointed a temporary justice of the peace for precinct seven in Hooks. Commissioners unanimously voted for Precinct Two Justice of the Peace Stephen Young to fill the post left empty by Patrick James. The state commission suspended James without pay last week until further notice. Young says business will continue as usual -- but all work will be done out of the Precinct 2 office in New Boston. I have no doubt that the staff I now have, as well as, the clerk that is coming over from Hooks will be able to handle all of the work that comes in. James -- along with six others are named in a federal indictment on felony charges of conspiring to defraud the government and theft in connection with Red River Army Depot. Turning to the 2014 vote... A new poll on Louisiana's big U.S Senate race. Suffolk University did the statewide poll for New Orleans TV station WWL... Along with USA Today and Gannett Louisiana newspapers in it. Senator Mary Landrieu maintains a slim lead in the primary. But Bill Cassidy appears to be in a strong position to unseat her in a runoff. Here's the breakdown.... 36 percent surveyed said they would vote for Landrieu. 35 percent chose Cassidy. 11 percent chose Tea Party-backed candidate Colonel Rob Maness. 18 percent were undecided... Or chose other candidates. This comes hours ahead of tonight's senate debate in New Orleans. But Cassidy's not there. Only Landrieu and Maness will take the stage. You can catch the debate on our 24 hour channel 3-point-3... Live at 7pm. Our own Devon Patton will be a part of the panel... And we'll have

---

**Poll Shows Landrieu & Cassidy Statistically Tied for Top 2 Spots in Louisiana 'Jungle Primary' for U.S. Senate**

Targeted News Service | 10/27/2014

Suffolk University issued the following news release:

Incumbent Democrat Mary Landrieu (36 percent) is in the fight of her political life as she leads Republican challengers Bill Cassidy (35 percent) and Rob Maness (11 percent) in the Louisiana race for U.S. Senate, according to a Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll of likely voters. Five other candidates listed on the Louisiana ballot are each polling at 1 percent or less, while 14 percent were undecided and 1 percent refused a response.

Louisiana holds a "jungle primary" for statewide offices, whereby candidates of all parties vie to win one of the top spots, regardless of whether the finalists are from the same or opposing political parties. If a candidate wins 50 percent or more, the election is over; however, if no candidate reaches 50 percent, then a "runoff" takes place within a month. If necessary, the Louisiana runoff election would take place on Dec. 6.

"Senator Mary Landrieu benefits from seven others splitting the anti-incumbency vote," said David Paleologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. "But in a one-on-one scenario, she is vulnerable, not only because of her own disapproval ratings, but also because likely voters are venting frustration towards the president and his policies."

Landrieu's job disapproval was 54 percent, slightly better than President Obama's 60 percent disapproval rating. Overall, 62 percent of voters said that Obamacare was generally bad for Louisiana. Among those still undecided in
the November election, Landrieu has a 60 percent unfavorable rating.

The poll is part of a midterm elections partnership between Suffolk University and USA TODAY that includes polling and analysis of key U.S. Senate and other statewide races and key issues. The poll was conducted in association with the Daily Advertiser and WWL-TV, a CBS affiliate located in New Orleans.

In a potential runoff between Cassidy and Landrieu, the Republican opens up a 7-point lead, due to the high Landrieu negatives among primary voters who support Maness (89 percent).

Fifty-nine percent of voters said they did not trust the federal government to handle the Ebola crisis. Respondents said that health care and jobs are the issues that most concern them.

Methodology

The survey was conducted through random-digit dial of landline and cell phones. All respondents said that they are very likely to vote or had already voted in the Nov. 4 election. The field of 500 likely general-election voters was conducted Thursday, Oct. 23, through Sunday, Oct. 26. The margin of error is +/-4.4 percent at a 95 percent level of confidence. Results are posted on the Suffolk University Political Research Center website. For more information, contact David Paleologos at 781-290-9310.

Contact: Greg Gatlin, 617/573-8428, ggatlin@suffolk.edu
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